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Based on WBâ€™s hit show Supernatural, this deluxe coloring book features line art and patterns

inspired by Dean, Sam, Castiel, and the monsters that they hunt.The perfect gift for the aspiring

hunter, this gorgeous coloring book is filled with detailed illustrations of the characters and creatures

of Supernatural. From the rich black of the Winchestersâ€™ car to the blood red of a devilâ€™s trap,

the world of Supernatural is yours to design and color. Featuring patterns inspired by Dean, Sam,

Castiel, Crowley, and a host of angels, demons, and other creatures, these minutely detailed

drawings offer hours of creative fun.
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Insight Editions is a publisher focused on creating superlative illustrated books on photography,

music, and popular culture. Lavishly produced and visually stimulating, every volume from Insight is

dedicated to the skillful interplay of word and image. The books produced are unique works that

combine the highest quality print production values with the time-honored traditions of publishing

and rich subject matter. Elegant and informative, books from Insight showcase the best of art and

photography in exquisite presentations of the bookmaker's craft. They are based in San Rafael, CA.

My husband and I really enjoy watching Ã¢Â€ÂœSupernaturalÃ¢Â€Â• so when I saw this coloring

book, I pre-ordered it immediately. The designs in the book are lots of fun and bring back a lot of

memories of the previous seasons and some iconic scenes.Sam and Dean Winchester are the main

focus of the coloring book but lots of the other characters (including Castiel and Crowley) are



included as well. The drawings are well done and, for the most part, look very realistic. There are a

few pages of wallpaper style designs (repeated patterns) but not too many. There are also designs

of items that are symbolic to the show.I wish that a better grade of paper had been used and that

less pictures spread across two pages. The two page spreads make it difficult to color into the

binding to finish the design. The paper is ivory but is thin enough that, in some cases, the heavy

black lines from the design on the back of the page shows through. This could have been solved by

a better grade of paper or lighter lines versus heavy black ones. I would detract a half star for these

issues but as I can't do that on , I round up and thus give this a 5 star instead of a 4.5.This is what I

experienced while coloring in this book and testing the paper with my coloring medium. I will include,

in the comments section below, a list of the coloring medium I use for testing and for most of my

coloring projects.78 pages of designs inspired by the Ã¢Â€ÂœSupernaturalÃ¢Â€Â• television

seriesplus 16 pages of color photo pages. These photo pages are of some of the designs included

in the book.Designs are printed on both sides of the pagePaper is thin, ivory, slightly rough (good

tooth for colored pencils) and non-perforatedGlue bindingDesigns merge into the binding areaMany

designs spread across two pagesThe coloring book is difficult to open to a flat position and coloring

into the binding area will be difficult as wellAlcohol-based markers bleed through the paper quickly. I

don't recommend these as they bleed through and ruin the design on the back of the

page.Water-based markers can show the slightest of shadows on the back of the page depending

on the color used and how heavily you apply it.Gel pens and India ink pens left shadows on the

back of the page.Colored pencils did the best with this paper. This is the medium I will use to color

in the book. I tested oil and wax-based pencils and got good results with both. I was able to get

good pigment with light application and deeper pigment with multiple layers. I also was able to layer

multiple colors well and blend easily using a blending stick.

Bought this as a gift for my cousin who is a huge fan of the show. It arrived to me first, so I was able

to take a look through and check it out. The paper is a nice thickness and the coloring scenes range

from simple to intricate. They appear to be straight out of the show and look like a lot of fun to color.

A cool touch is that there are full color, slightly glossy, photos from the show on the last few pages. I

have never even seen the show but would still enjoy coloring in this book!

I use adult coloring books as therapy for anxiety. I didn't believe that it really worked until I tried it

with a coloring book that I was interested in. I have a few different ones now and I got this one for

my fiancÃ©. He loves it! It has color photos in the back from the show of the coloring pages & he



uses them for a guide. He is a huge Supernatural fan and absolutely loves this coloring book!

My mom and I are both huge Supernatural fans! So I bought this for her along with some colored

pencils for Christmas and she was over the moon about it. The book is really nice and seems to be

made of pretty good materials (though, I don't color so I don't know much about coloring books) but

my mom colors all of the time and she seems happy with it.The pages are front and back, so if you

color with markers you will probably ruin the picture on the back, just a warning. But this is a great

present for anyone who loves Supernatural and loves to color!

A little wonky, some of the guys' faces are almost lost in translation. However, being a Supernatural

item, I had to buy it. It makes me smile to flip through the pages and remember certain episodes.

They do seem to be mostly taken from early episodes, but Crowley and Cas are both in there. Not

an absolute must, but surely a fun fandom item.

I can't wait for my daughter to open this on Christmas. She's Supernatural fangirl and she's gonna

flip out. Thank you!Oh and something I thought was really cool is at the back of the book there are

color photos of most (if not all) of the coloring pages, so you can look over at the real picture when

you're coloring (if you want to color it exactly like the real one).

Ordered this for one of our Angel Tree Christmas kids. Not only is it a great coloring book, it also

has several pages of full color screenshots/ mini posters from the show. Arrived on time and in great

condition.

Bought this as a gift for my daughter's best friend. She's 14 years old and a huge Supernatural fan!

This coloring book was the perfect gift for her and she loved it! She'll enjoy hours of fun coloring her

favorite characters. It also has some full color photos of the cast in the back of the book. Very cool!!
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